Introduction
============

Potassium channels have a central role in the repolarization phase of the action potential and the control of the cellular resting membrane potential in the heart (Tamargo et al. [@b55]). The delayed rectifier K^+^ current *I*~K~ can be separated (on the basis of biophysical properties, pharmacological modulation, and molecular biology) into a rapidly activating *I*~Kr~ and a slowly activating *I*~Ks~ component (Sanguinetti and Jurkiewicz [@b47]).

The "human Ether-à-go-go-Related Gene" (hERG) encodes the *α*-subunit of the *I*~Kr~ potassium channel, whereas the KCNQ1 (potassium voltage-gated channel, KQT-like subfamily, member 1) with KCNE1 (potassium voltage-gated channel, Isk-related family, member 1) regulatory subunits encodes the *α*-subunit of the *I*~Ks~ potassium channel (Barhanin et al. [@b2]; Sanguinetti et al. [@b51]). Polymorphisms in both hERG and KCNQ1 genes can impair channel function and thereby lead to long QT syndrome (LQTS), which consists of an abnormal prolongation of the time between the Q wave and the T wave of the heart\'s electrical cycle (Sanguinetti et al. [@b50]; Hancox et al. [@b24]). hERG channel may also mediate the "acquired" (drug-induced) form of the LQTS syndrome (Sanguinetti and Tristani-Firouzi [@b49]). Indeed, it is now known that structurally different drugs (e.g., Class III antiarrhythmics, antibiotics, antihistamines, antidepressants, and antipsychotic agents) are able to block the hERG channel, causing a concomitant risk of sudden death, as a side effect; for this reason hERG inhibition is an important antitarget during the drug discovery process. Recent evidence suggests that the pharmacological sensitivity of the hERG channel is associated with (1) the larger inner cavity, compared to other voltage-gated K^+^ channels, that allows many molecules to enter and block the channel; (2) the presence of particular aromatic amino acid residues in the pore and in the S6 helix which are critical for high-affinity binding of drugs that contain aromatic rings (Sanguinetti and Mitcheson [@b48]).

Aside from the well-known QT-prolonging effects of class III antiarrhythmic agents (Witchel and Hancox [@b65]), class I antiarrhythmic agents are also known to prolong repolarization and QT interval, carrying a risk of LQTS and associated pro-arrhythmia (Vaughan Williams [@b60]). Indeed, *I*~Kr~ blockade contributes to the actions of the class Ia antiarrhythmics quinidine, procainamide, and disopyramide (Paul et al. [@b41]; Ridley et al. [@b44]; El Harchi et al. [@b17]) and class Ib antiarrhythmic agents aprindine (Horie and Yoshida [@b26]) and phenytoin (Danielsson et al. [@b12]). *I*~Kr~ blockade has also been reported for class Ic drugs such as propafenone (Windisch et al. [@b64]) and flecainide (Paul et al. [@b41]).

Mexiletine is a class Ib antiarrhythmic drug which is used predominantly in the treatment of ventricular arrhythmias. Moreover, recent studies have demonstrated its therapeutic value to treat many disorders associated with voltage-gated sodium channel dysfunction, for example, neuropathic pain (Challapalli et al. [@b9]), erythromelalgia (Cregg et al. [@b11]), myotonic syndromes (Conte Camerino et al. [@b10]; Logigian et al. [@b30]; Statland et al. [@b53]), and Timothy syndrome (Gao et al. [@b19]). Unfortunately, mexiletine has been withdrawn from the market in many countries (Matthews and Hanna [@b33]) and attempts are made to develop a "mexiletine alternative."

While effective in treatment and prophylaxis of ventricular tachycardias, there is some controversial evidence that mexiletine, especially at high doses, can cause adverse effects such as hypotension and atrioventricular heart block (Brochu et al. [@b4]; Akinci et al. [@b1]; Eijkelkamp et al. [@b16]).

A study on guinea pig ventricular myocytes reported no effect of mexiletine on *I*~*Kr*~ at 30 *μ*mol/L (Wang et al. [@b61]), whereas a significant block at this concentration was observed in a later study (Mitcheson and Hancox [@b35]). Furthermore, a more recent article reported, on the basis of a predictive model for hERG/drug interaction, an estimation of IC~50~ ≫ 10 *μ*mol/L for mexiletine (Roche et al. [@b45]), suggesting a very low or even null effect of the drug on the hERG channel. Taking these controversial data into account, we decided to investigate in detail the interaction of mexiletine with hERG channel, heterologously expressed in HEK cells.

Recently (Catalano et al. [@b7]), it has been shown that a minor metabolite of mexiletine, *meta*-hydroxymexiletine (MHM), has the same antiarrhythmic activity on guinea pig isolated left atria and a more favorable toxicological profile, when compared to mexiletine. This is the prerequisite property for the so-called "metabolite switch," namely the selection of an active metabolite as the substitute for the parent compound, as long as the former has more favorable properties compared with the latter. This work was also intended to perform a comparative study of the direct blockade of hERG channel by mexiletine and its metabolite MHM.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Chemistry
---------

m-hydroxymexiletine was prepared as previously reported (Catalano et al. [@b7]). Mexiletine was synthesized modifying a procedure previously applied to the preparation of mexiletine analogs (Franchini et al. [@b18]). Briefly, 2,6-xylyloxyacetone was obtained by Williamson etherification of 2,6-dimethylphenol with chloroacetone under either conventional conditions or microwave-assisted heating. The so-obtained ketone underwent either conventional (Bruno et al. [@b5]) or microwave assisted (Cavalluzzi et al. [@b8]) reductive amination to give the target compound (see Supporting Information for details).

Maintenance of mammalian cell lines and cell transfection
---------------------------------------------------------

Patch-clamp studies were carried out in human embryonic kidney 293 (HEK) cells stably expressing hERG channel and Chinese Hamster Ovary (CHO) cells transiently expressing KCNQ1/KCNE1 channels or hERG-F656A and Y652A mutants. For heterologous protein expression, cells were plated in 6-well cell culture dishes with 2-mL growth medium, 24 h before transfection. Cells were transiently transfected using X-tremeGENE 9 transfection reagent (Roche, Roche Diagnostics, Mannheim, Germany), according to the protocol supplied by the manufacturer. EGFP fluorescence was used as marker of successful transfection. Electrophysiology studies were performed 48--72 h after transfection.

Electrophysiological recordings
-------------------------------

Electrophysiological recordings were performed using the whole-cell mode of the patch-clamp technique. The extracellular recording solution used for patch-clamp recordings had the following composition: 140 mmol/L NaCl, 5 mmol/L KCl, 1 mmol/L MgCl~2~, 2 mmol/L CaCl~2~, 10 mmol/L Glucose, 10 mmol/L HEPES, pH 7.4 with NaOH. The following intracellular solution was used: 130 mmol/L KCl, 1 mmol/L MgCl~2~, 10 mmol/L HEPES, 10 mmol/L EGTA, 5 MgATP pH 7.2 with KOH. Solutions were applied to the cell via a gravity-fed perfusion system (VC-6 Six Channel Valve Controller, Warner Instruments, Hamden, CT, USA). Patch-clamp electrode was pulled from Sutter capillary glass (Novato, CA) on a Flaming/Brown type puller (Sutter P-87), and fire polished to 3--4 MΩ resistance, using a microforge (Narishige). Patch-clamp recordings of cell cultures were carried out at room temperature 48 h after transfection. For recordings, a Multiclamp 200B amplifier (Molecular Devices, Inc., Sunnyvale, CA) and Digidata 1440 data acquisition board (Molecular Devices, Inc.) with pCLAMP 10 software (Molecular Devices, Inc.) were used. Series resistance was compensated by ∼60--80%. The data analysis was performed using Origin 8.0 (OriginLab Corporation, Northampton, MA). Further information for data and statistical analysis is available in the online supplementary information.

Quantum mechanical calculations
-------------------------------

The models of 3-methoxy-2,4-dimethylphenol (MHM moiety, MHMm), 2,6-dimethylphenyl methyl ether (mexiletine moiety, MEXm), *p*-cresol (Tyr moiety, TYRm), and toluene (Phe moiety, PHEm) were generated from atomic fragments incorporated into Spartan\'14 (Wavefunction Inc., Irvine*,* CA) inner fragment library and assuming the suggested default starting geometries. The generated geometries were optimized by the molecular mechanics MMFF routine offered by the software (Halgren [@b22]) and then submitted to a systematic conformational distribution analysis using the default step sizes. All conformers in a window of 10 Kcal/mol above the global minimum conformer were retained. When two conformers differed by dihedral values lower than 10˚, the less stable conformer was left out. Conformers were then classified according to their ab initio gas phase energy content calculated at the RHF/3-21G\*level. All conformers falling within a window of 5 kcal/mol above global minimum were retained and submitted to RHF/3-21G\* geometry optimization. After removal of redundant conformers (i.e., each conformer differing from a more stable one by less than 5° in their corresponding dihedral values), the single point energy content for all the remaining conformers were calculated at the RHF/6-31G\*\* level. The optimized structures were confirmed as real minima by IR frequency calculation. The most stable conformer of either MHMm or MEXm was then arbitrarily coupled with the most stable conformer of either TYRm or PHEm, and the so-obtained putative complexes underwent geometry optimization by density function theory (DFT) implemented in Spartan\'14 with B3LYP functional (Becke [@b3]) and several basis sets \[6-31G\*, 6-31G\*\*, 6-31+G\*, 6-311G\*, 6-311+G\*\*, 6-311++G\*\*, and 6-311++G(2df,2p)\] (Davidson and Feller [@b13]) in the gas phase. The same geometry optimization procedures were applied to the separated guest and host species. Where solution calculations are concerned, water contribution to the total energy was computed by means of the continuum solvation model SM8 implemented for 6-31G\*, 6-31G\*\*, and 6-31+G\* basis sets, the only ones proposed as reliable in Spartan\'14 (Marenich et al. [@b31]). The highest occupied and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (HOMO and LUMO, respectively) energies (*E*~HOMO~ and *E*~LUMO~, respectively) of the complexes were used to calculate the corresponding electrophilicity indexes (*ω*) (Maynard et al. [@b34]; Parr et al. [@b38]) in agreement with the following equations (Parthasarathi et al. [@b39]): where *I* and *A* denote the ionization potential (IP) and the electron affinity (EA), respectively. The interaction energy involved in complex formation (Δ*E*) was simply obtained by the energy of the complex (*E*~complex~) subtracted by the sum of energies of isolated constituents (i.e., MEXm, MHMm, TYRm, and PHEm): each energy being calculated at the above reported levels (see Table S2 in the Supporting Material for details).

Results
=======

Concentration dependence of hERG channel block by mexiletine and MHM
--------------------------------------------------------------------

To investigate the effect of mexiletine and MHM (Fig.[1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}A) on hERG potassium channels, patch-clamp experiments were performed on HEK cells heterologously expressing the hERG channel. To elicit the activating outward current, a depolarizing step from a holding potential of −80 mV to −10 mV (3 sec in duration) was applied. Tail current was evoked by repolarizing to −50 mV for 3 sec (Fig.[1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}B). Successive command pulses were applied at 10-sec intervals. In the presence of 50 *μ*mol/L mexiletine, the tail current was reduced almost completely and the *I*~hERG~ block induced by mexiletine was reversible (Fig.[1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}C). Fitting the concentration--response relationship for block of hERG tail currents with a Hill equation yielded an IC~50~ of 3.7 ± 0.7 and 22.4 ± 1.2 *μ*mol/L and a Hill slope of 0.93 ± 0.09 and 1.3 ± 0.08, for mexiletine and MHM, respectively (Fig.[1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}D).

![(A) Structures of mexiletine and its hydroxylated metabolite *m*-hydroxymexiletine (MHM). (B) Representative hERG currents obtained before (control) and after addition of 50 *μ*mol/L mexiletine, recorded using the pulse protocol shown. The arrow indicates zero current level. (C) Time course of mexiletine-induced hERG tail current inhibition from the same cell shown in (B). (D) Concentration--response relationship (mean ± SEM) for block of hERG tail current by mexiletine and MHM. A Hill equation fit yielded an IC~50~ of 3.7 ± 0.7 and 22.4 ± 1.2 *μ*mol/L and a Hill slope of 0.93 ± 0.09 and 1.3 ± 0.08, for mexiletine and MHM, respectively (*n* ≥ 5 per data point).](prp20003-e00160-f1){#fig01}

In order to evaluate the binding selectivity of mexiletine and MHM, we tested their modulatory effect on two different cardiac targets: KCNQ1/KCNE1 channel and Na^+^,K^+^-ATPase. In both cases, we observed little or no effect (Fig. S2, Supporting Information) on the current signals generated by the two transport proteins. Finally, we studied the interaction of mexiletine and MHM with two ATPase proteins highly expressed in biological membranes, such as P-glycoprotein (P-gp) and MultiDrug Resistance-associated protein 1 (MRP1), which affect pharmacokinetics, efficacy, safety, or tissue levels of drugs. Each compound has been tested in a cell line overexpressing the ATPase proteins P-gp and MRP1 (MDCK-MDR1 and MDCK-MRP1 cells) in order to investigate the interaction of mexiletine and MHM with the selected proteins. Both compounds, at 100 *μ*mol/L concentration, did not interfere with the activity of the pumps as they did not influence the P-gp and MRP1-mediated efflux of the probe (CalceinAM), in cell line overexpressing MDCK-MDR1 and MDCK-MRP1 proteins. Moreover, the consumption of ATP cell level has been also measured to confirm the absence of P-gp and MRP1-mediated efflux (data not shown; for details see Supporting Information).

Voltage- and time-dependent block of hERG channel by mexiletine and MHM
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

The voltage dependence of mexiletine- and MHM-induced inhibition was measured on hERG K^+^ current amplitudes, applying the protocol shown in Figure[2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}A. Figure[2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}B shows the current--voltage relationships (I--V curve) for currents measured at the end of the test pulse. The hERG current has an activation threshold of −40 mV, increases progressively with potentials up to 0 mV, but then declines at more positive voltages, as a consequence of the inward rectification. Tail currents were elicited by repolarization to −60 mV. Individual tail current amplitudes, recorded before (control) or after 10 min incubation with 10 *μ*mol/L mexiletine and MHM, were normalized to the maximal control amplitude and fitted with a Boltzmann function (Fig.[2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}C). The voltage required for half-maximal activation (*V*~1/2~) was slightly shifted from −17.4 ± 0.6 mV (control), to −19.6 ± 1.3 mV (MHM) and −21.2 ± 0.9 mV (mexiletine). This shift to more negative potentials might be explained by mexiletine and MHM binding preferentially to the channel in an open state, thus limiting a hERG conductance increase at greater depolarized test potentials (Smith et al. [@b52]).

![(A) Representative hERG current traces elicited by the voltage protocol shown in the lower panel, testing steady-state activation currents. The arrow indicates zero current level. (B, C) Normalized (with respect to the control currents) I--V relationships for current measured at the end of the test pulse (B) and at the tail current peaks (C), before (control) and after addition (time of incubation ≥ 10 min) of 10 *μ*mol/L mexiletine and MHM. Error bars for some points are masked by symbols (*n* ≥ 5 cells per data-point). I--V relationships for tail current amplitudes were fitted with a Boltzmann function. *V*~1/2~ shifted from −17.4 ± 0.6 mV (control), to −19.6 ± 1.3 mV (MHM; *P* \< 0.05 paired Student\'s *t*-test; *n* = 6 cells) and −21.2 ± 0.9 mV (mexiletine; *P* \< 0.001, paired *t*-test; *n* = 6 cells). \**P *\< 0.05, two-way ANOVA followed by a Bonferroni posttest; \*\*\**P* \< 0.001 two-way ANOVA followed by a Bonferroni posttest. (D) Representative hERG current traces elicited by the voltage protocol shown in the lower panel, testing deactivation currents. The arrow indicates zero current level. (E) Activation time constants were derived from currents acquired using the envelope of tails voltage protocol shown on the right-hand side of the figure, fitted with a single exponential function. Deactivation time course was fitted by a double exponential function and derived from currents acquired using the protocol shown in (D). \**P* \< 0.05, two-way ANOVA followed by a Bonferroni posttest; *n* ≥ 5 cells.](prp20003-e00160-f2){#fig02}

Drug block of ion channels may affect protein kinetics. For this reason we investigated a possible effect of mexiletine and MHM on activation or deactivation kinetics of hERG channel. To evaluate the time course of hERG channel activation, ionic currents were recorded using the envelop tail protocol shown in Figure[2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}E (Liu et al. [@b29]; Vandenberg et al. [@b59]). The time constants, determined by fitting with a single exponential function the latter part of the activation time course, were plotted against the membrane voltage (Fig.[2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}E). We observed that in the presence of 10 *μ*mol/L mexiletine or MHM there was a significant decrease in the activation time constant. Moreover, deactivation time constants were obtained by fitting with a double exponential function the currents recorded using the protocol shown in Figure[2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}D. In this case, the inhibitory effect of mexiletine or MHM caused a slight increase in the fast component of the deactivation current (Fig.[2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}E), whereas the slow component (*τ*~slow~) was not affected by the presence of both compounds (Fig. S1, Supporting Information).

Effect of mexiletine and MHM on hERG channel inactivation
---------------------------------------------------------

Steady-state inactivation currents were measured following the protocol shown in Figure[3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}A: channels were inactivated at +60 mV, before short test pulses from −100 mV to +20 mV were applied, to recover the channels from inactivation. Depolarization to +60 mV after these test pulses evoked a large outward inactivating current. Current amplitudes measured after the return to +60 mV were normalized, plotted against the voltage and fitted by a Boltzmann function. Our data show that mexiletine and MHM do not cause any significant change in steady-state inactivation, as shown by the *V*~1/2~ values: −90.6 ± 4.7 mV in the absence of drugs (control), −89.1 ± 3.5 mV for mexiletine and −90.4 ± 4.2 mV for MHM (Fig.[3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}C). This indicates that both drugs have no effect on the inactivation gating of the hERG channel. Finally, the effect of mexiletine and MHM on the inactivation time course was investigated using the protocol shown in Figure[3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}B. From a holding potential of −80 mV, a 200 ms test pulse to +60 mV was applied to inactivate the channel. Moreover, a short pulse to −100 mV and voltage steps from −20 mV to +60 mV (300 ms, 10 mV-increments) were applied to elicit a large outward inactivating current. Inactivation currents were fitted by a single exponential function to extrapolate time constant values. Figure[3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}D shows that the inactivation time course was not affected by the presence of mexiletine and MHM.

![(A) Representative hERG current traces elicited by the voltage protocol shown in the lower panel, testing steady-state inactivation currents. The arrow indicates zero current level. (B) Representative onset of inactivation currents, elicited by a test pulse from +60 mV, to potentials ranging from −20 to +60 mV, in 10 mV-increments. The arrow indicates zero current level. (C) Normalized steady-state I--V inactivation curves before (control) and after application of 10 *μ*mol/L mexiletine and MHM. Data are expressed as mean ± SEM; error bars for some points are masked by symbols (*n* ≥ 5 per data point). Solid lines represent fits with Boltzmann function. The *V*~1/2~ obtained are −90.6 ± 4.7 mV (control), −90.4 ± 2.1 mV (mexiletine), −89.1 ± 3.5 mV (MHM). (D) Inactivation time constants were derived from currents acquired using the protocol shown in (B), fitted with a single exponential function and plotted against the membrane potential. Data are expressed as mean ± SEM (*n* ≥ 5 per data point).](prp20003-e00160-f3){#fig03}

State dependence of hERG channel block by mexiletine
----------------------------------------------------

To investigate the state dependence of hERG inhibition, we evaluated the effect of mexiletine on hERG current amplitude during long depolarizing steps. Current was activated by a 100 ms depolarization step from −80 mV (to keep the channels in the closed state) to +80 mV, then the cell was held at 0 mV for 1 sec (the protocol is shown in Fig.[4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}A, B). This protocol is a useful strategy to study in details the possibility of hERG close-state block by drugs (Kiehn et al. [@b27]; Thomas et al. [@b57]). After performing the control measurements, 10 *μ*mol/L mexiletine was applied for 10 min without pulsing. After the pulse-free incubation period, the pulse protocol was repeated. Figure[4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}A shows that the initial current during the step to +80 mV and the current activation peak, recorded in the absence (control, trace "a") or presence of mexiletine (trace "b"), overlap perfectly, suggesting minimal closed-state block by mexiletine. Moreover, in trace "b" we observe a time-dependent increase in blockage, which can be fitted by a single exponential function with a time constant of 1.18 ± 0.11 sec. This is shown more clearly in Figure[4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}B, reporting the "mexiletine-sensitive" current, obtained by subtracting trace "b" from trace "a." The trace in Figure[4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}B shows an exponential development with a time constant of 0.88 ± 0.08 sec, supporting the hypothesis that the closed state of hERG channel is not targeted by mexiletine.

![(A) Representative hERG current traces recorded before (control) or after addition of 10 *μ*mol/L mexiletine (10 min incubation), using the protocol shown in the lower panel. To verify the reproducibility of the experiments, each measurement was repeated *n* ≥ 5 times. (B) "Mexiletine sensitive" current obtained by subtracting traces "a" and "b" shown in (A). (C) Concentration--response relationship (mean ± SEM) for block by mexiletine of hERG tail current, induced by repolarization from +80 mV to −50 mV. A Hill equation fit yielded an IC~50~ of 47.2 ± 5.3 *μ*mol/L and a Hill slope of 1.13 ± 0.20 (*n* ≥ 5 per data point).](prp20003-e00160-f4){#fig04}

Finally we evaluated the possibility of block induced by mexiletine when the hERG channel is in the inactivated state. To this end, we observed that the value of maxiletine IC~50~, calculated at +80 mV (at which all channels are inactivated), is 47.2 ± 5.3 *μ*mol/L (Fig.[4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}C), compared to −10 mV (at which most channels are open) is almost 15-fold higher than the corresponding value at −10 mV (Fig.[1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}D), suggesting mexiletine preferential binding to the open state of hERG channel, rather than the inactivated state.

Role of S6 inner helix aromatic residues on mexiletine binding
--------------------------------------------------------------

Most hERG channel blockers bind within the channel inner cavity, interacting with one or two aromatic residues of the S6 domain (Tyr652 and Phe656). To evaluate if mexiletine binds to sites within the inner cavity of hERG channel, we recorded ionic currents through CHO cells expressing Y652A or F656A hERG mutants, in the presence of mexiletine. Due to the known low expression and altered kinetic properties of F656A hERG clone, we measured F656A hERG inward tail current using a high \[K^+^\] external solution (94 mmol/L, Fig.[5](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}A) (Mitcheson et al. [@b36]; Du et al. [@b15]); on the contrary, the Y652A hERG outward tail current (Fig.[5](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}B) was acquired in the "normal" \[K^+^\] solution (5 mmol/L).

![(A) Representative *I*~hERG~ traces of WT hERG and F656A hERG in the absence (black line) and presence (gray line) of 50 *μ*mol/L mexiletine. The tail current was evoked by repolarization from +20 to −120 mV (protocol shown in the lower panel) and was recorded using "high" \[K^+^\] solution (94 mmol/L). The arrows indicate zero current level. (B) Representative *I*~hERG~ traces of WT hERG and Y652A hERG mutant in the absence (black line) and presence (gray line) of 50 *μ*mol/L mexiletine. The tail current was evoked by repolarization from 0 to −50 mV (same protocol shown in the lower panel of Fig.[1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}B) and was recorded under the "normal" external solution (\[K^+^\] = 5 mmol/L). The arrows indicate zero current level. (C, D) Concentration--response relationships for block of hERG channel currents by mexiletine (C) and MHM (D). Each value represents mean ± SEM of *n* ≥ 5 cells. (E) Summary of fold changes in IC~50~ values for Y652A and F656A hERG mutants compared with WT-hERG.](prp20003-e00160-f5){#fig05}

Figure[5](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}C, D show the inhibition curves of mexiletine and MHM for wild-type and mutant hERG channels. The extrapolated IC50 values calculated in the presence of mexiletine are 3.7 ± 0.7 *μ*mol/L, 41.6 ± 6.6 *μ*mol/L, and 111.5 ± 1.8 *μ*mol/L for WT, Y652A, and F656A, respectively. Moreover, the extrapolated IC50 values calculated in the presence of MHM are 22.4 ± 1.2 *μ*mol/L, 42.6 ± 4.6 *μ*mol/L, and 436 ± 130 *μ*mol/L for WT, Y652A and F656A, respectively. Thus, both mutant channels Tyr652 and Phe656 exhibit decreased sensitivity to block by mexiletine and MHM, particularly in the case of Phe656. Moreover, our results suggest that Y652A mutation affects MHM binding less than mexiletine binding. In fact the greatest fold shift in IC~50~ of the mutant Y652A is observed in the presence of mexiletine (∼11), compared to MHM (∼2) (Fig.[5](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}E).

Ab initio calculations
----------------------

It has been suggested that both Tyr652 and Phe656 may give π--π stacking interactions with the same aromatic portion of hERG blockers (Gemma et al. [@b20]) while Tyr652 should preferentially be involved in π-cation interactions with the protonated basic nitrogen of the ligand (Pearlstein et al. [@b42]). Since mexiletine and MHM share the same basic aliphatic moieties, we focused our attention on the aromatic portions of the ligands, the ones that should elicit the differences observed when comparing their corresponding pharmacological profiles. In particular, (1) we assumed the moieties drawn in bold in Figure[6](#fig06){ref-type="fig"} (panels A and B) as representative of the whole MHM and mexiletine molecules, (2) modelled the corresponding truncated compounds -- 3-methoxy-2,4-dimethylphenol (MHM moiety, MHMm) and 2,6-dimethylphenyl methyl ether (mexiletine moiety, MEXm), respectively --, and (3) optimized them at the RHF/3-21G\* level (Fig.[6](#fig06){ref-type="fig"}, panel C). The same reductionist process (1--3) was used to represent the aromatic rings of the two amino acids supposed to be involved in direct interactions with the aromatic portions of the guest molecules. Thus, *p*-cresol and toluene were assumed as models of Tyr652 (Tyr moiety, TYRm) and Phe656 (Phe moiety, PHEm), respectively (Fig.[6](#fig06){ref-type="fig"}, panels A--C).

![Structures of the model compounds used to predict the interaction energies between mexiletine and MHM with their putative binding aromatic residues -- Tyr652 and Phe656. (A) guest and host molecules presenting in bold the moieties studied by ab initio calculations; (B) corresponding truncated molecules assumed as representative of the whole guest compounds and host aromatic residues; (C) tube representation of the most stable conformer \[B3LYP/6-311++G(2df,2p)//B3LYP/6-311++G(2df,2p)\] of each model compound undergoing complex formation; (D) complex formed by MHMm with TYRm, optimized at the above level of calculation (hydrogen bond shown as a green broken line); (E) complex formed by MEXm with TYRm, optimized at the above level of calculation (hydrogen bond shown as a green broken line).](prp20003-e00160-f6){#fig06}

To evaluate the possibility that the aromatic rings of the ligands would display different tendencies to form sandwich-like stacked complexes with both Tyr652 and Phe656 (Gemma et al. [@b20]), the geometries of the complexes MHMm/TYRm, MEXm/TYRm, MHMm/PHEm, and MEXm/PHEm were optimized at several levels of DFT calculation (see Materials and Methods). Since the binding site of hERG blockers is supposed to be located into a restricted space lined by four residues each of Phe656 and Tyr652, calculations were performed *in vacuum* (i.e., *ε* = 0) to simulate a highly lipophilic environment. Generally, complexes were T shaped denoting the contribution of both hydrogen bonding and dispersion interactions (Paton and Goodman [@b40]). In particular, TYRm behaved as a hydrogen bond donor while the phenolic hydroxy and methoxy groups of MHMm and MEXm, respectively, performed as hydrogen bond acceptors (Fig.[6](#fig06){ref-type="fig"}, panels D and E). MHMm and MEXm interact rotated of 120° with respect to TYRm. This apparently dramatic difference may be accepted as possible, given the reduced size of both mexiletine and MHM compared with the relatively large inner cavity of the channel. Furthermore, the symmetry of the latter and the presence of four equally accessible Tyr residues let hypothesize the possible flipping of ligand/Tyr interactions within the pore. However, given the limitations of the model, the above considerations should be considered as mere speculations and should be assumed with caution when predicting the actual binding orientation of the whole binding partners. For each optimized complex, the corresponding electrophilicity index (*ω*) value was assumed as a measure of the residual tendency to "soak" electrons from a further aromatic ring as an electron donor. Regardless of the level of calculation used, the complexes formed by MHM showed slightly higher *ω* values (see Table S1 in the Supporting Information); however, no significant difference was observed when the corresponding mean values were compared. When the energies of formation of the complexes were considered, the complexes involving TYRm resulted significantly more stable than the corresponding complexes formed with PHEm (mean energies of formation of about 6--7 and 1--3 Kcal/mol, respectively; see Table S2 in the Supporting Information), MHMm/TYRm being significantly less stable than MEXm/TYRm (mean difference = 1.2 ± 0.3 Kcal/mol, *P *=* *0.01). When the interaction with PHEm is concerned, the complex formed with MHM resulted more stable than the corresponding complex formed with MEXm of about the same difference previously observed between the two complexes formed with TYRm. However, compensation should be ruled out considering the significantly higher levering interactions with Tyr652. Thus, the interaction of the aromatic moieties of mexiletine and MHM with Tyr652 might explain the difference observed in their relative potency of hERG block. Since the same interaction was proposed as a pivotal contribution to the blocking activity of both compounds on cardiac sodium channels (Desaphy et al. [@b14]) where MHM was at least as potent as mexiletine, we hypothesized that this apparently contradictory result might be explained assuming that the binding site for the two blocking agents is located in a relatively less lipophilic environment in the sodium channel in comparison with the one present in the hERG vestibule. Running our calculations in the presence of water, we were gratified by the results indicating comparable stability for MHMm/TYRm (*E *± SE* *= −6.2 ± 1.8 Kcal/mol) in respect of MEXm/TYRm (*E *± SE* *= −6.7 ± 1.8 Kcal/mol) (Table S3 in the Supporting Information). Once again, the complexes involving TYRm resulted significantly more stable than the corresponding complexes formed with PHEm (mean energies of formation of about 6--7 and 1--2 Kcal/mol, respectively; see Table S4 in the Supporting Information), thus supporting the suggestion that, when both hydrogen bonding and dispersion interactions contribute to binding, the Tyr aromatic ring should display a higher levering interaction in comparison with the one involving Phe residues. MHMm/PHEm and MEX/PHEm also presented comparable stability in water (E ± SE = −0.6 ± 0.7 Kcal/mol and E ± SE = −1.6 ± 1.1 Kcal/mol, respectively).

Discussion
==========

This is the first report of direct blockade of heterologously expressed hERG potassium channel by the antiarrhythmic agent mexiletine and one of its metabolite m-hydroxymexiletine (MHM).

We found that mexiletine is a moderate-potency inhibitor of hERG channel, with an IC~50~ of 3.7 ± 0.7 *μ*mol/L, a value close to its therapeutic concentration (4--11 *μ*mol/L) (Campbell et al. [@b6]). Interestingly, MHM, a minor metabolite of mexiletine, performed as a weaker hERG blocker, compared to mexiletine, with an IC~50~ of 22.4 ± 1.2 *μ*mol/L.

Target specificity is critical to limit toxicity. To assess the specific relationship between the risk of mexiletine-induced cardiotoxicity and other potential targets for cardiac adverse effects, we investigated the effect of mexiletine and MHM on the following proteins: (1) the Na^+^,K^+^-ATPase, an ion pump of cardiac cells, which is blocked by the action of cardiac glycosides like digoxin used to treat heart disease; (2) the KCNQ1/KCNE1 channel, which is responsible for the slow component of the action potential repolarization phase (*I*~Ks~); (3) two ATPase proteins highly expressed in biological membranes such as P-glycoprotein (P-gp) and MultiDrug Resistance-associated protein 1 (MRP1), which affect pharmacokinetics, efficacy, safety, and tissue distribution of drugs. The absence of interaction with these antitargets (see Supporting Information), together with the previously reported absence of CNS side effects and null cytotoxicity (Catalano et al. [@b7]), reinforce the role of MHM as a possible metabolite switch candidate.

As most open-channel blockers, mexiletine and MHM accelerate significantly the rate of activation and cause a small deceleration of the deactivation time-course (Fig.[2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}E). This kinetic effect is due to the reopening of channels caused by charged drug unbinding (Wang et al. [@b63]; Mitcheson et al. [@b37]; Tie et al. [@b58]). Given these observations, we conclude that mexiletine blocks the hERG channel preferentially in an open state, with features similar to those of other open-channel blockers, for example, miconazole, mesoridazine, and ketanserin (Su et al. [@b54]; Kikuchi et al. [@b28]; Tang et al. [@b56]).

The molecular mechanism of many hERG inhibitors is an open-state-dependent trapping model of drugs into the inner cavity of the channel (Vandenberg et al. [@b59]). In this model, aromatic residues on the S6 helix (Tyr652 and Phe656) and polar residues at the base of the pore helix (Thr623 and Ser624) line the inner cavity of the channel (Sanguinetti and Mitcheson [@b48]; Perry et al. [@b43]). Mexiletine has two pharmacophoric points: the aromatic portion that could interact with Tyr652, and a charged group, which could form *π*-cationic interaction with Phe656. Thus, considering also the analogy between Na~v~1.5- and hERG-binding sites, we hypothesized that both strictly related compounds Mex and MHM should preferentially reside in the bottom corner of the pore, the one lined by Tyr652 and Phe656. To evaluate this hypothesis, we recorded ionic currents through Y652A or F656A hERG mutants. Our data show that mutation of Tyr652 and Phe656 residues dramatically reduces the blocking effect by mexiletine (Fig.[5](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}); in particular the Phe656 residue seems to play a prominent role in the binding of mexiletine. Moreover, we observed that Y652A mutation affects MHM binding less than mexiletine binding (Fig.[5](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}C and D), in accordance to ab initio calculations.

According to the modulated receptor theory for channel block (Hille [@b25]) and in agreement with previous results on both sodium (Desaphy et al. [@b14]) and hERG (Mitcheson et al. [@b36],[@b37]) channels, it may be assumed that block by mexiletine and MHM occurs from the cytoplasmic side of the membrane. Thus, the lower potency found for the less lipophilic analog -- MHM (log *D *=* *0.02) -- in comparison with the one found for mexiletine (log *D *=* *0.53) (Desaphy et al. [@b14]) might be explained as a reflex of reduced access of the former to its binding site when compared with an easier access of the latter. However, lipophilicity might also play a critical role as a determinant of the intimate interaction between the compounds and their binding site. Our ab initio investigations on possible subtle differences in MHM and mexiletine relative binding modes suggest that the two compounds should display similar tendencies to attract electrons from aromatic ring residues as indicated by the mean *ω* values found for the complexes formed by their corresponding truncated aromatic moieties with the ones corresponding to Tyr652 (0.90 ± 0.13 and 0.88 ± 0.10, respectively) and Phe656 (0.94 ± 0.13 and 0.89 ± 0.12, respectively). However, in high lipophilic environments MHM should give relatively less stable complexes with Tyr residues with respect to those formed by mexiletine: a significant mean difference of 1.2 ± 0.3 Kcal/mol (*P *=* *0.01) was found between the interaction energy of the truncated aromatic moiety of MHM with the moiety representative of Tyr (TYRm), and that of the truncated moiety representative of mexiletine with the same TYRm. Indeed, mexiletine was about six times more potent as a hERG blocker than MHM, in good quantitative agreement with the prediction. In more hydrophilic environments MHM interactions are predicted to be at least as strong as the ones of mexiletine. This seems to be the case for MHM and mexiletine when their corresponding sodium channel blocking activities are considered: MHM was only twice as potent as mexiletine on cardiac sodium channels (Catalano et al. [@b7]).

The possibility to reduce hERG potency by modifying the pattern of aromatic substitution of hERG blocking compounds has been previously explored, and results from elegant mutagenesis and molecular modeling studies on both clofilium and ibutilide analogs suggested that phenyl ring *para*-substituents strongly affect Tyr binding, with polar and electronegative substituents reinforcing the binding interaction (Perry et al. [@b43]). Perry et al. concluded that modifying the *para*-substituent could be a useful strategy for reducing hERG potency. Our results are in general agreement with the latter statement. However, when the relatively less explored *meta*-position was substituted with a polar group such as the hydroxyl one in MHM, a reduction in hERG potency was observed, thus opposing to what previously observed with *para*-substituents in both clofilium and ibutilide series (Perry et al. [@b43]). Puzzling as it may appear, this observations provide further insights into the molecular basis of drug/hERG interactions.

Of course, our model is tainted with a number of limitations (current inhibition measurements as indirect evidence of binding energies; truncated moieties assumed as representative of the whole partner entities with consequent overlooking of protonated amine group contributions and conformation issues; Manichean assumptions about dielectric constants; relative limited calculation levels used for energy predictions in water solution; allosteric perturbations as consequences of mutations). However, some of the above were attenuated by the fact that two strictly related compounds were considered where the only structural difference was an OH group in the *meta*-position of the xylyloxy moiety.

Finally, in the light of our results, it is important to observe that, even though our data show that mexiletine inhibits hERG at physiologically relevant concentration, mexiletine has not been documented to significantly affect cardiac repolarization (normal QT-interval in the ECG) and is generally a drug well tolerated in man at low doses. Conversely, mexiletine has been shown to cause a significant reduction in action potential duration (APD) mainly through its inhibition of the sodium current (Matsuo et al. [@b32]; Roden et al. [@b46]); this mechanism has been considered as an advantage for the treatment of patients with LQT3 (Wang et al. [@b62]) and LQT8 (Gao et al. [@b19]) syndromes, suggesting the possibility of gene-specific therapy for the two distinct forms of the congenital LQTS. More specifically, mexiletine has been shown to preferentially block at therapeutic concentrations the late sodium current (*I*~NaL~) compared to the peak sodium current (Wang et al. [@b62]) and this selectivity contributes to the mechanism of reverse use dependence of select APD/QT-prolonging agents (Guo et al. [@b21]). With regard to our data and in accordance to the literature, we can speculate that the low documented cardiotoxicity of mexiletine could be due to the fact that mexiletine inhibition of *I*~NaL~ may counteract any simultaneous prolongation of the QT interval induced by the block of *I*~Kr~/hERG channel. Noteworthy, clinical relevant combined effects on *I*~Na~ and *I*~Kr~ have been also reported for the antianginal agent ranolazine, which has been shown to be of potential interest (Hancox and Doggrell [@b23]; Du et al. [@b15]) for the treatment of atrial fibrillation; in the case of ranolazine the inhibition of *I*~Kr~/hERG appears even as a "positive" side effect.

From the point of view of synthetic chemist, the beneficial effect offered by the introduction of a *meta-*phenol function as a structural feature to reduce hERG affinity might be of general applicability. If validated through the study of other well-known hERG blockers opportunely hydroxylated on their phenyl rings, this chemical modification might provide the key to rescue useful drugs previously withdrawn from clinical use because of their hERG-related toxicity, and orientate the design of safer new drugs. Studies in this respect have been undertaken.
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CHO

:   Chinese Hamster Ovary

HEK

:   human embryonic kidney 293

hERG

:   human Ether-à-go-go-related gene

MHM

:   *m*-hydroxymexiletine

V~1/2~

:   voltage required for half-maximal activation
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**Data S1.** Materials and methods.

**Figure S1.** Slow time constants (*τ*~slow~) of hERG deactivation elicited before and after application of mexiletine and MHM.

**Figure S2.** Effect of mexiletine and MHM on Na^+^,K^+^-ATPase and KCNQ1/KCNE1 channels.

**Table S1.** Calculated electrophilicity index *ω* (Kcal/mol) for complexes formed by either MHMm or MEXm with either TYRm or PHEm (*in vacuum*).

**Table S2.** Calculated interaction energies (Kcal/mol) for complexes formed by either MHMm or MEXm with either TYRm or PHEm (*in vacuum*).

**Table S3.** Calculated interaction energies (Kcal/mol) for complexes formed by either MHMm or MEXm with TYRm (*in water solution*).

**Table S4.** Calculated interaction energies (Kcal/mol) for complexes formed by either MHMm or MEXm with PHEm (*in water solution*).
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